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Introduction

When the use of aquifer storage for natural gas is con-
templated. the capital cost of such a venture must be
closely estimated to evaluate properly the feasibility of
such a proposal. It is relatively simple to account for lease
acquisition. drilling. well completion and surface facility
costs. Determining the cost of the unrecoverable cushion
gas is diflicult, and this portion of the investment can be
the largest ilem in the iota] required to develop an aquifer
storage field. This paper describes a study made at North.
ern Natural Gas Co. to evaluate a [echnique that has ap.
plication to this problem.

TWObasic factors determine the percentage cf nonrecov-
erable cushion gas: water invasion efficiency and average
pressure level at abandonment. Invasion efficiency is de.
fined here as the average water saturation in lhe reservoir
at time of abandonme!lt. This efficiency is dependent upon
reservoir heterogeneity. gas production rate. and fluid and
rock properties such as density, viscosity, relative permea-
bility, capillary pressure and residual gas saturation — the
lowest saturation at which gas will flow under a potential
gradient during displacement by water.

Earlier work related 10 this problem of gas recovery
treated the effects of auuifer strenrzth. production rate.
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producing fields.’ In that work the reservoir was assumed
to be homogeneous with uniform pressure. and water in-
vasion efTciency was assumed.

In this paper a computerized model is described and ap
plied to simulate the dkplacement of gas by wa[er during
ultimate storage field depletion. I’his simulation yields un-
~teady-state pressure and saturation di-.tnbutions through-
out the reservoir during depletion ‘;hese distributions
give water invasion efficiency and average pressure level.
which in turn determine the percentag of cushion gas not
recoverable at abandonment. The calculations simulate
multi-dimensional, two.phase. compressible fluid flow and
account for effects of reservoir heterogeneity. production
rate, aquifer strength, well completion interval and fluid
and rock properties.

Three hypothetical reservoirs of diflere’rrt heterogeneities
are treated, including one considered representative of a
zone in the Redfield Storage field. For each reservoir. re
~ults are presented as percentage of cushion gas recovered
for various aquifer strengths and gas production rates.

The Simulation Model

A calculational technique described by Douglas. Peace.
man and Rachford’ was applied recently by Coats and
Richardson’ to the problem of water displacement by gas
during initial growth of an aquifer storage reservoir. The
!echnique simulates two-dimensional, two-phase, incom-
pressible fluid flow in reservoirs. A similar method was
used in this study to simulate the two-dimensional. corn.
pressible gas-water displacement during ultimate depletion
of an aquifer stotage field.

The calculations are based on continuity equations for
both fluid phases and Darcy’s law including relative per-
meability. These are combined to give the basic equations
of flow. Eqs. la and lb
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implicit procedur.e.z In this model study, fluid viscosities are
treated as constants and fluid densities are functions crf
phase pressure.

Some experimental verification of these mulii-d]mension-
81, two-phase fftrw calculations is given in Refs. 2 and 4.

Dkwhtcenwsst Studies

I:he investigation consisted of simulating three different
radial cross-sections for various aquifer strengths and gas
production rates, A. completely homogeneous cross-section
and. a heterogeneous, noncommunicating, lay~red cross-
section were “the “reservoir d-esc~iption extremes. “An. in-”
termediaie case considered was a heterogeneous sross-sec-
tion with vertical communication. This cross-section ap-
proximates one of the storage zones in the Ftedfield Stor.
age field. The permeability and porosity data were ob-
tained from core data and are considered only approxi-
mately characteristic of Redfield since a history match of
this reservoir to validate [he description has not been
completed. The homogeneous cross. sectiorz had the same
flow capacity (md-ft product ). thickness and pore volume
as the heterogeneous reservoir. The two heterogeneous
reservoirs are identical except for the zero vertical permea.
bility in one of lhem. In all runs, the abandonment cri-
[erion was either water-gas ratic greater than 60 bbl/
MMcf, or pressure ;n Ihc producing blocks lower than 200
psia.

Tables 1 and 2 give tile formation volume factor, capil-
lary pressure, relative permeability and other pertinent data
used for all systems. Note that residual gas saturation is
30 percent; i. e.. gas relatit:e permeability is zero at a
water saturation of 0.7, Fig. 1 schematically illustrates ?he
heterogeneous reservoir. For clarity, vertical grid lines have
heen omitted from all reservoir figures,

Aquifer T?efhitiort

‘1.he aquifer description used in this study is a zero di-
mensional representation that does not consider the effects
of transient flow in the aquifer, which is treated as a
“pot” lying just outside the reservoir. The aquifer is cap-
able of delivering a fixed’ number of barrels of water for
each unit of potential drop in the outer block of the reser-
voir. This type of aquifer was chosen instead of aquifer
influence functions because of simplicity. It .is felt, how-
ever, that this characterization of aquifer behavior is ade-
quate for the purposes of this type of study, A compari-
son of the behavior of this system with a completely sealed

TABLE 1
RESERVOIR DATA

Density of water at 1,000 psia, lb/cu ft 62.4
Density of gas at 1,000 psia, lb/cu ft 8.89
Sine of dip angle 0.05
Gas viscosity (constant), cp 0.017
Water viscosity (constant), cp
Initial gas in place, Etcf :::

FORMATION VOLUME FACTOR DATA .

Water Gas
. . .. . . .- ‘Formation -, --- Formation .- -
Pressure Volume Factor Volume Factor

(psia) (res, bbJ/STEt) [r’es. bbl/MQ)

200 1.0000 13.17
400 0.9988 6.36
600 09976
800

4.10
0.9964 2,97

1000 0.9552 2.29
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z3g. 1 — Schematic Iteterogencms reservoir representrztion.

system with additional, large, water-filIed blocks demon-
strated that the flow gradients and saturations within the
radius of gas bubble were virtually ideiltical.

Consps21ing Times

The numerical system fif these studies consisted of X
blocks in the z-direc!ion and 19 in the x-direction. As an
example of the computing time required, the heterogeneous
system with vertical communication, gas flow rate of 2
MMcf/D and aquifer strength of 1 million bbl of influx/
D/psi pressure drop required abou! 20 minutes of pro-
cessor time on a Burroughs B-5500 to carry the run
through 301 days.

~
Restslts of Radial, Cross-Sectional, .

Unsteady-State Studies

As shown in Fig. 2, the initial saturation distributions
were identical for all cases. Fig. 3 presents a comparison
of the watered. out area of the homogeneous reservoir with
the heterogeneous reservoir (Fig. 1). Both reservoirs have
identical tlow capacities. The aquifer strength was 10”
B/D/psi and the gas flow rate was 4 MMcf/D. The pro-
files are drawn for an identical time of 352 days at 0.70
water saturation. In the homogeneous case a nearly piston.

TABLE 2 — CAPILLARY PRESSURE — RELATIVE
PERMEABILITY DATA

Water Capillary Water Relative Gas Relative
Saturation Pressure ‘X Permeability Permeabilltv
(fraction) (psi)- _ (fraction) - (fraction) -——

0.20
0.205
0.21
0.215
0.22
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55

. ...:;:-. - ~

0180
0,90
1.00

200.0
60,0
30.0
15.0
12.0
8.5
7.0
6.0

?:
4.0
3.5

0.000
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.010
0.020
0.030
0.042
0.058
0.077
0.100

..;;:: .

0:340
0.580
1.000

0.270
0.262
~;~

0:240
0.204
0.158
0.125
0.100
0.070
0.045
0.020
:;05

0.0
0.0
0.0

‘These are ceplllary pressure data for layer 5. “For other
tayera, eeplllary pressures were obtein~d by assu’ming that

F’. is proportional to ~@/k=.
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Case
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TABLE 3 —COMPARISON OF GAS RECOVERIES
(Initiaigas in place 3.313cf)

Reservoir Production Rate
Dsrscrlption

Pot Aquifer Strength
(MMcf/D) (f3/D/psi)

—.—

Homogeneous 4 10” -
Heterogeneous (FIE. 1) 2 10’
Heterogeneous 2 10’
Heterogeneous 2 1o“
Heterogenemrs ICY
Heterogeneous : 10’
Heterogeneous 4 10“
Heterogenecws. .
(No vertical commtirri~atiori) ‘” 2“ “lo’.
Heterogeneous
(No vertical communication) ..4 . . . 1o”.

Percent of
Initial (Cushion) Gas

Recovered at Abandonment’_ ---
62.5*
75.7”
51.4W
38.9”
69.6”
53.5:
42.9W

* Abandonment criterion was well pressure <200 psia or a produced water cut ‘> 60 bbl/MMcf, whichever occurred first,

WAbandonment criterion of water cut was exercised.
P Abandonment criterion of well pressure was exercised.

.— — __ ——--— _ —.—-.— —__ ---—- -- ———--—--— ..—

like edge-water drive developed. The lower part of the
heterogeneous reservoir has been watered out by a more
rapid advance of the water caused by the heterogeneities.
At abandonment conditions, the homogeneous reservoir re-
cuvered 62.5 percent of the cushion g~s compared with
42.9 percent for the heterogeneous reservoir. The abandon-
ment condition in each case wa~ excessive water-gas ratio.

Fig. 4 compares the heterogc,leous system with a sys-
tem with no vertical flow. The recovery from the no-verti.
cal.flow system is only 20.6 percent of initial gas in place.
A water finger developed in the high permeability zone and
caused early watering-out of the producing well.

Fig. 5 illustrates saturation profiles for the three differ-
ent aqpifer strengths in the heterogeneous reservoir for a
4 .MMcf/D gas production rate. The profiles are at ap-
proximately equal time and show that the stronger the
aquifer, the farther the water front advanced into the
reservoir. In these and other runs, stronger aquifers de-
creased gas recovery due to the combined effects of earlier
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Fig. 2 — Initial SW = 0.70 contour, all cases.
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Fi&3— Comparison o j watered-ou~ area, homogeneous
vs heterogeneous. Contoured on Sw = 0.70.

watering-out of the well and higher pressure at abarrdon-
ment. .

Tab]e 2 gives the percentage of cushion gas recovered
in the runs discussed above and in several additional cases.
Cases 2 through 7 of this hrble pertain to the heterogeneous
reservoir (with vertical communication) of Fig. 1. These
six cases show that. given a significantly strong aquifer,
cushion gas reco~ery increases as gas production rate in.
creases. For example, at an aquifer strength of 10’ B/l)/
psi the percentage of cushion gas recovered increased from
38.9 to 42.9 percent as gas production rate increased from
2104 MMcf/D (cases 4 and 7). The reduction in gas re-
covery with increased production rate for the low aquifer
strength of 10?B/D/psi is due to the near absence of water
influx irmf the 200 psia well pressure abandonment cri[er.
ion.

Ixscl.wshm of Results

“l-tible 3 shows a strong dependence of cushion gas re
..
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covery upon reservoir heterogeneity. The recovery per.

cs?nkges for the three different reservoirs at a 4 MMcf/D
production rate were 62.5 (homogeneous), 4.2.9 (hetero-
geneous with vertical communication ) and 20.6 (hetero-
geneous with no vertical communication). This variation
with heterogeneity indicates the difficulty inherent in at-
tempts to derive general figures or correlations for recover-
able gas. However, a calculational method of the lYPe emp-
loyed here is capable of estimating recovery for any par-
ticular field.

Table 3 also shows that cushion gas recovery decreased
with. increased aquifer, strength and incr~ased (except ,,in
the case. of the very weak aquifer) wi~h increased gas pro-
duction rate. This behavior agrees with that noted earlier
by Agarwal et al.’

The absolute levels of the recoveries are not so mean-
ingful as the variation with reservoir heterogeneity. etc.
The reason for this is that several factors or parameters
not varied in this work also affect recovery. For example,
reservoir size and initial pressure, the number and loca-
tion of wells, and reservoir geometry all affect the nature
of the water. gas displacement and. hence. affect recovery.

Conclusions

Two-dimensional. two. phase flow calculations indicate

a significant variation of cushion gas recovery with reser-
voir heterogeneity. This indicates that the effects of hetero-
geneity as well as effects of production rate, aquifer
strength and Ruid and rock properties must be considered
when estimating the investment represented by non-recov-
erable cushion gas. These effects can be accounted for
through simulation of multi-dimensional, two-phase fiow.

Calculations showed that cushion gas recovery increased
with decreasing aquifer strength and increasing produc.
t]on rate. These results agree with [hose of previous work.

q>=

Subscripts

Nomenclstt LWe

acceleration of gravity. ftisec’
gravitational constant, 32.17 ft.lb,,,llb, - see’
elevation (vertical position ). measured positive-
ly downward, ft
absolute permeability, md X “.00633
relative permeability
presssure, psi
injection rate, Ib. /cu ft/D
water saturation
time. days
viscosity. cp.
density, lb,. /cu ft
porosity

{

dp g ,,
! potemial, -— - —

o I 44g’

w = water
g = gas
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